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The 8th Annual Paris Design Week will take place from 6-15 September 
2018. For ten days, the event invites French and international 
professionals and the general public to discover the best showcases of 
design in Paris, while the leading talents in the discipline gather in the 
LE OFF exhibition. This event is an itinerary uniting 250 participants that 
proudly promote first-rate design in Paris. At a time when new collections 
are popping up in stores and the new concepts for the autumn season 
are being launched, the event brings together the talents and forces of 
retailers, galleries, showrooms, hotels, and restaurants for eight days to 
share their experience in design and creation with the public.
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One of the Top Events taking place during the Paris Design Week is the 
event Maison&Objet. That’s right, the ultimate lifestyle and design event 
comes back to Paris with a new challenge, one that seeks to completely 
overhaul its structure, more specifically its sectors: Maison and Objet. 
These two sectors will be presented from 7-11 September with a brand-
new perspective, improving the journey and experience of visitors and 
professionals alike during the event. 
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The most amazing thing about Maison&Objet Paris is that it’s constantly 
reinventing itself, year after year! In every edition, whether it is in January 
or September, it brings new ideas and inspirations, offering its guests a 
whole new experience. In order to become easier to scout new ideas and 
inspirations, Maison et Objet has altered its Maison sector, which will now 
be divided into four new realms to be explored: Unique & Eclectic, Today, 
Forever, and Craft. Through these four sectors, Maison et Objet will offer 
styles and trends just as diverse as before, with the assistance of the most 
exclusive luxury brands within these sectors.
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TOM DIXON
HALL 7 | STAND A41

TOM DIXON is an exclusive brand that 
features everyday home accessories, 
candles, decorative objects, giftware, 

tableware and design objects informed by 
British heritage.

   

www.tomdixon.net

COVET HOUSE
HALL 7 | STAND B52-C51

This edition will feature several luxury 
exhibitors and we have to highlight the 
presence of notorious brands like Covet 
House and PullCast. The Covet House 
stand will englobe every brand from The 
Covet Group so you can expect to find at 
this stand all the major furniture pieces 
form this design group.

www.covethouse.eu
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VILLA HOME
HALL 6 | STAND K135

Exclusive line of furniture born within a 
tradition of craftsmanship based on our 
proprietary woodbending technology and 
influenced by modern design.

www.villahomecollection.it

ESSENTIAL HOME
 HALL 6 | STAND N112-O111

Next, we have Essential Home, DelightFULL’s 
partner brand. These two brands have been 

dominating the Lighting and Mid-Century 
Modern sectors. Essential Home will bring its 

Mid-Century Power to Maison et Objet, namely 
with their Contract Collection that includes the 

Collins Bar Chair and the Monocle Cabinet.

www.essentialhome.eu
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BRABBU
HALL 6 | STAND H38 -I37

The famous luxury brand Brabbu will also 
be present at Maison & Objet! You can 
expect to find some of the best design 

pieces inspired by nature with the quality 
Brabbu has presented in the past!

www.brabbu.com

IMPERIAL LINE 
HALL 6 | STAND H35-I31

Industrial methods, artisan skills. IMPERIAL 
LINE produces chairs, tables and stools 
for the home and contract projects. In 
an Imperial Line product the harmony 
created by quality materials, technological 
precision and hand crafted processes are 
instantly evident.

www.imperial-line.com

DELIGHTFULL
HALL 6 | STAND N112-O111

If you are looking for a stunning lighting product 
for your next Contract Project, then you should 
take a look at DelightFull .This luxury brand will 
showcase, once again, it’s stunning products in 
Paris, like the Ike Suspension Lamp that you can 
see above.

www.delightfull.eu

STONELEAF
HALL 6 | STAND P121

Made from slate or mica, the natural 
STONELEAF slate decorates your interior and 

your exterior with elegance. To equip your 
interior and exterior walls, floors, ceilings and 

furniture, the STONELEAF slate is set on 
fiberglass in order to guaranty better density. 

Easy to cut and to set, it can be laid flat or on a 
round surface. 

www.stoneleaf.fr
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There will be plenty of events occurring around the city. Four of the city’s 
most vibrant districts will celebrate the creative industry: Saint-Germain-
des-Prés, Les Halles-Marais-Bastille, Opéra-Concorde-Étoile and Barbès-
Stalingrad-Saint Ouen. And for each of them, a special evening filled with 
exciting private views and events, bringing together the entire design 
community. One of those pays homage to Japan. Echoing the city-wide 
event Japonismes 2018, Paris Design Week compiled all events dedicated 
to Japan into a single itinerary. The high point of the event will be the 
Eiffel Tower’s new lighting designed by mother-and-daughter lighting 
gurus Motoko Ishii and Akari-Lisa Ishii to evoke the radiance of the rising 
sun.  Exploring both traditional arts and Japan’s new technology, it will be 
an event to remember! The Eiffel Tower, lit up in white, adorned with a 
red rising sun.
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BOFFI PARIS

Boffi Paris continues its transformation 
and expands its showroom to include 
a dedicated bathroom space. The two 
contiguous showrooms – 232 and 234 
Boulevard Saint-Germain – provide an 
8-metre-long window display opening 
onto the street. For Paris Design Week, 
the brand will present a special installation: 
80 sqm on two levels showing the latest 
collections unveiled in April, at the Salone 
del Mobile. Paris Design Week visitors will 
have a chance to discover designs created 
by Piero Lissoni, Keiji Takeuchi and Mikal 
Harrsen of MA/U Studio for Boffi.

 ATELIER MÉRIGUET-
-CARRÈRE 

Labelled Entreprise du Patrimoine Vivant 
by the French Ministry for the Economy, 
the brand has delved into its archives 
and pulled out a palette of 144 colours. 
Harmonious shades, high-quality paints…
Architects and individual home-owners 
will find subtle nuances and signature 
hues hidden behind names like Blanc 
de Meudon, Alumine and Parchemin. 
Presented for the very first time in the 
atelier at 140 Boulevard Saint Germain, 
where visitors will appreciate the intense 
matt aspect and depth of the colours, 
Mériguet-Carrère’s colour harmonies were 
elaborated for high-end interiors and the 
high-profile designers who imagine them.
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LE SALON H

Designed by Yaël Halberthal and Philippe 
Zagouri as a 21st-century salon, Salon H is 
a place where people come to show their 
work and engage in conversation. At Salon 
H, visitors will find a highly stimulating 
new concept, a hub that concentrates on 
unique experiences and backgrounds. It’s a 
place you need to visit during this Design 
Week. Starting 6 September, the Triode 
Design gallery in Rue Jacob will host Allied 
Maker for their very first exhibition in Paris. 
The New York-based practice, established 
by Ryden and Lanette Rizzo, designs 
and manufactures a range of refined and 
pared-down lights, made by assembling 
natural materials like brass, glass and solid 
wood, and exemplifying their unconditional 
love for artisanal craftsmanship. 

DE PADOVA

During Paris Design Week, Italian brand 
De Padova, which has recently opened 
a showroom in Rue de la Chaise, in 
the former Boffi Bains showroom, will 
present its new products unveiled in 
April in Milan. This year, the brand has 
chosen to focus on sofas, with two 
distinct new propositions Blendy and 
Erei, respectively designed by Omi Tahara 
and Elisa Ossino. Using round enveloping 
lines to counterbalance the thinness of 
the structure, Tahara and Ossino have 
successfully translated the spirit of the 
brand’s late founders, Magdalena De 
Padova and Vico Magistretti. 
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Last year, the Covet House opened a new luxury design space/
showroom in Paris. This is the fourth luxury design space of its kind, 
following similar projects of the Covet House in New York, London and 
Porto. Just like those other projects, the brand new Covet Paris house 
it’s an elegant and magnificent place of luxury design that you simply 
cannot miss. This is an opulent palace of curated design that’s home to 
several high-end brands, such as Boca do Lobo, Luxxu, Brabbu, Essential 
Home, Delightfull, Circu or Maison Valentina. As any great palace, it’s 
open for visits, including on weekends, so there is no excuse to miss a 
visit at this amazing house if you live in Paris, or if you are just visiting 
the city. If you are an interior design lover, then this is an absolute 
must-see stop for you. 

COVET PARIS

154 Rue des Rosiers, 93400 Saint-Ouen, Paris-France
LUXURY SHOWROOM
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Each year, AD magazine presents the achievements of talents embodying 
the strong currents of contemporary decoration. Minimalist, classic or 
baroque, sometimes even conceptual or arty, the 15 decoration agencies 
retained by the editorial staff represent the diversity of the styles of the 
moment. Confirmed interior designers work side by side with the younger 
creators on whom AD’s writing is based. This variety of expressions and 
profiles brings all its richness to the exhibition.

SEPTEMBER 5 - 23, 2018

15, RUE DE LA BÛCHERIE
75005 PARIS
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BISMUT & BISMUT

Architects, Michel and Daniel Bismut 
tend to the sketch. Since opening their 
branch Bismut & Bismut in 1985, these 
two brothers create, in four hands, private 
interiors and commercial projects with 
clean lines and fluid circulation. Rigorous 
spaces modulated by sensual textures, flat 
colors and graphic furniture.

   www.bismut.com

FABRIZIO CASIRAGHI

Well-chosen antiques, vibrant colors, 
objects of curiosity and exotic touches 

infuse a dreamlike charm to the 
achievements of this Italian based in Paris. 

Fabrizio Casiraghi excels in the art of 
mixing objects and references. Architect 
urban planner who assisted Dominique 

Perrault, it is in Milan, at Dimorestudio, he 
made his classes before inaugurating his 
own agency in 2015. Between shops for 

Kenzo, Aurelie Bidermann or De Fursac 
and private sites, he goes on since 

the projects.

www.fabriziocasiraghi.com  

RAMY FISCHLER

Belgian designer based in Paris, Ramy 
Fischler graduated from Ensci. After 
working for ten years with Patrick Jouin, he 
founded in 2011 his own agency where he 
likes to experiment with new conceptual, 
technical and stylistic territories. His 
prospective approach leads him to 
conceive the architecture of the places he 
arranges in accordance with the objects 
that furnish them. He is elected this 
coming back Creator of the year by the 
living room Maison & Objet.

    www.rfstudio.fr

MAURIZIO GALANTE 
& TAL LANCMAN

Wishing to weave links between fashion 
and design, fashion designer Maurizio 

Galante and trend prescriber Tal Lancman 
have, since 2003, united their talents 
through the Interware design studio. 

They publish from a furniture a surreal 
strand that gives pride to colors, lyrical 

forms and sensual materials.

   www.mudam.lu
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LAURA GONZALEZ

Renowned for her talent for mixing 
prints, graphics, materials and eclectic 
objects, Laura Gonzalez has invented 
a sparkling style. In 2008, at the age of 
24, still a student in Paris-Malaquais, she 
inaugurated her agency, Pravda Arkitect. 
The decor of the Bus Palladium launches, 
will follow successful restaurants such 
as Manko or Alcazar. La Parisienne also 
develops private interiors and launches 
this autumn a line of furniture to his name.

    www.lauragonzalez.fr

HUMBERT & POYET

Interior Architects - promotion 2004 at 
Belleville Architecture School for Emil 

Humbert, 2007 promotion for Christophe 
Poyet at the Charpentier Academy - the 

duo designs luxurious and refined projects. 
In their Monegasque agency, they make 

restaurants such as BeefBar, which 
will open in September its first Parisian 

address, as well as shops or private 
interiors. The duo also publishes elegant 

furniture with vintage accents.

www.humbertpoyet.com
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LECOADIC SCOTTO

This interior architecture firm founded in 
2001 by Yann Le Coadic and Alessandro 
Scotto is renowned for its creations with 
discreet elegance, delicate and simple but 
never minimal, borrows a sweet nostalgia. 
Close to the world of fashion, the duo has 
created a Riviera spirit shop for jewelry 
designer Aurélie Bidermann as the colorful 
apartment of illustrator Pierre Marie.

   www.lecoadic-scotto.com

MATHIEU 
LEHANNEUR

Conceptual designer, Mathieu Lehanneur 
develops objects that mix design, science, 

art and technology. His research on 
therapeutic objects, including his famous 
air purifier, earned his fame in 2009. For 
some seasons now, he has been offering 

exceptional and poetic exceptional 
furniture edited by the Carpenters 

Workshop Gallery.

   
www.mathieulehanneur.fr
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OITOEMPONTO

Since 1993, Artur Miranda and Jacques 
Bec have been running their agency 
Oitoemponto - translate “eight hours” - in 
Porto, Portugal. The duo excels in the 
playful opulence arrangements mixing vivid 
tones and muted colors, timeless furniture 
developed by their care and vintage 
curiosities. The duo is about to deliver the 
new decor of the Caviar House, near the 
Champs-Élysées.

     www.oitoemponto.com 

ANNE-SOPHIE 
PAILLERET

After debuting in events for luxury brands, 
tired of the ephemeral aspect of these 

sets, Anne-Sophie Pailleret begins a 
training at École Boule. She then meets 
Jean-Louis Deniot, for whom she works 
two years before launching her agency 
in 2011. Since then, she has designed 

architectural interiors in which colors and 
materials instill a precious sophistication.

www.anne-sophiepailleret.com

THIERRY LEMAIRE

Architect of training, hence his taste for 
space and furniture rigorously designed, 
Thierry Lemaire specialized in decoration 
since the early 1990s. He declines interiors 
while tensions between raw materials 
and sophisticated brilliance, dark colors 
and bright keys. Highly influenced by the 
seventies, he creates glamorous authority 
furniture or produced by claws like 
Fendi Casa.

       www.thierry-lemaire.fr

JUAN PABLO
MOLYNEUX

A chilo- American decorator who studied 
at the Beaux-Arts in Paris, Juan Pablo 

Molyneux invented a maximalist style. It is 
in New York that this architect kneaded of 

European - and Russian - culture founds 
in 1978 his agency, before adding to him 

at the end of the 1990s a Parisian branch. 
Since then, he has been designing large-
scale projects between palaces in Doha, 

properties in Moscow and decorations at 
the Cercle l’Union Interalliée in Paris.

www.molyneuxstudio.com
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STÉPHANE 
PARMENTIER

Interior designer, from the world of 
fashion, Stéphane Parmentier agency 
spaces, private or commercial, rigorously 
architected. Artistic director, he also 
designs collections of graphic and 
sophisticated objects for the Giobagnara 
leather accessories factory, the Cogolin 
carpet editor and the Maison Vervloet 
locksmith manufacturer.

  

ERIC SCHMITT

A furniture designer since 1986, Eric 
Schmitt is as much a sculptor as a designer. 

His creations, at the limit of abstraction, 
always fluid and light despite the use of 

materials such as alabaster or bronze, 
inaugurate a unique stylistic vocabulary 
- a style out of time and fashion. In his 
workshop at the edge of the forest of 

Fontainebleau, this self-taught has created 
a real research laboratory.

  
www.ericschmitt.com

www.stephaneparmentier.com
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If you don’t know where to stay during Paris Design Week, CovetED has 
gathered some of the best luxury hotels in the city, that one should most 
definitely experience while attending the event, so don’t waste another 
minute and start booking.

TOP HOTELS PARIS

LUXURY HOTELS IN THE CITY
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FOUR SEASONS 
HOTEL GEORGE V

31 Avenue George V, 75008 Paris, France

HOTEL DE 
CRILLON PARIS

10 Place de la Concorde, 75008 Paris, 
France
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HÔTEL LE ROYAL 
MONCEAU RAFFLES

25 Avenue Montaigne, 75008 Paris

HOTEL PLAZA 
ATHENÉE PARIS

25 Avenue Montaigne, 75008 Paris, 
France
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The search for a good restaurant is never over in a city like Paris. Whether 
it’s a gourmet bistro for a memorable night with friends, a grab-and-go 
lunch spot, a legendary junk food fix or a one-off treat for your taste 
buds, the possibilities are endless.

TOP RESTAURANTS PARIS

LUXURY RESTAURANTS IN THE CITY
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LE JULES VERNE

Avenue Gustave Eiffel, 75007 Paris, 
France
      

ALAIN DUCASSE AU 
PLAZA ATHENEE

125 Avenue Montaigne, 75008 Paris, 
France
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